
Protecting People and Property in a
Million Locations Worldwide

PelcoFiber Digital Fiber Optic Transmission



Today’s security professionals are challenged by an ever-

increasing number of installations where quality, bandwidth 

and distance requirements are simply beyond the reach of 

standard coaxial and CAT5 transmission capabilities. We feel 

that the very high level of reliability and performance being 

demanded of digital networks and site-to-site communications 

systems required a fresh look at transmission technologies. 

For these reasons Pelco is proud to introduce the PelcoFiber 

Series fiber optic transmission system for video and data. 

With PelcoFiber, Pelco offers an all-digital, 8-bit video/data 

transmission solution specifically designed to accommodate 

the high-quality, high-bandwidth, high-reliability requirements 

of security systems. And to make it even better, PelcoFiber™ 

transmitter/receiver units are compatible and can be easily/

quickly set to work with the industry’s most popular protocol 

transmission formats. For reliable video/data communications, 

Pelco and PelcoFiber  Solutions for the long run.

For Reliable Video/Data Communications, 
PelcoFiber Solutions For The Long Run.



           

Where Quality, Efficiency And A Robust Optical Budget Come Together.

 Going the Distance

With coaxial systems, video/data signals begin to degrade when transmitted beyond just 300 meters. But with PelcoFiber, 

we offer exceptional 20dB optical budget, and can easily transmit multimode video/data for as far as 4 kilometers with 

no loss of image clarity or quality, and no amplifiers. Pelco engineers chose to utilize the full capability of a 1310nm 

wavelength to transmit video which allows PelcoFiber to go the distance. Most other systems only transmit video on a 

850nm wavelength, greatly reducing your optical budget. PelcoFiber offers an all-digital, 8-bit video/data transmission 

solution, not an AM or FM signal which degrades quickly. PelcoFiber units exceed all requirements for the RS-250C 

Medium Haul Transmission Specification.

 Industrial-Strength Compatibility

PelcoFiber transmitter/receiver units are compatible with and can be quickly set to work with the industry’s most popular 

protocol transmission formats via a simple back-panel selector, including compatibility with RS-232, RS-422, RS-485 (2-

wire and 4-wire), Bi-Phase, and Manchester® protocol communications systems. And for the ultimate in video system 

integration, we offer a PelcoFiber plug-in module for Spectra III positioning systems, offering extremely easy/efficient 

RS-422/Coaxitron integration.

 Efficiency by Design

PelcoFiber transmitters and receivers make use of an efficient universal design, allowing in most cases for units to 

function as a stand-alone product, or to be mounted within a standard rack system. For the dealer/installer this adds 

installation flexibility, and helps reduce the need to order and stock redundant units. Additionally, Pelco offers “high-

density” 4-camera modules that fit the power of four transmitter/receiver units within the same space of a standard single 

unit. And, of course, we offer Single-mode and Multi-mode versions of each PelcoFiber product, allowing for the ultimate 

in installation/application efficiency.

 More Power to You

Pelco engineers have taken a new look at the installation of PelcoFiber units as well. By designing a easy-to-use rack 

mount system, available with stand-alone or integrated power supplies, PelcoFiber units can be mix/matched within 

a complete system for maximum flexibility and space efficiency. And each PelcoFiber transmitter/receiver unit has a 

complete set of LEDs for displaying signal strength, power, and video/data status. In addition, each Pelco fiber module 

comes with a universal plug-in power supply for stand alone applications.

 The Ultimate Protection

With fiber optic transmission offering immunity to virtually all types of electromagnetic and radio interference — including 

lightning — and a longer performance life than coax or copper wiring, there’s only one way to offer added protection to 

this already great system. Pelco leads the industry with a level of service and support that no other company can match. 

With Off-the-Shelf Product Availability, Guaranteed Ship Dates, 24-Hour Service & Repair Guarantees, and around the clock 

Person-to-Person technical support... no one even comes to matching the value of the PelcoFiber system.



           

 Single-Channel, Digitally Encoded Video

The FT8301/FR8301 Series of fiber transmitters and receivers provides the ability to transmit one 

composite video channel over a fiber optic cable. Available in multimode and single-mode versions, 

the FT8301 transmitter and the FR8301 receiver use one optical fiber for the transport of video. Modular 

in design, the FT8301 transmitter can be used as a standalone module. The FR8301 receiver, which is 

standard in size, can be rack mounted or can be used as a standalone module.

 Single-Channel, Digitally Encoded Video With Bi-Directional Data

The FT85011/FR85011 Series of fiber transmitters and receivers provides the ability to transmit one 

unidirectional composite video channel and one bidirectional data channel over a single fiber. Available 

in multimode and single-mode versions, the FT85011 transmitter and the FR85011 receiver use one 

optical fiber for the transport of video and data. Supported data protocols include RS-232, RS-422, RS-485 

(2-wire/4-wire), Manchester, Bi-Phase, and Coaxitron.

 Convenient Spectra III Plug-In Integration

Designed for quick and easy installation into the back box of the Spectra III dome, the FS85011 Series 

of fiber transmitters sends one unidirectional composite video channel and one bidirectional data 

channel over a fiber optic cable. Available in multimode and single-mode versions, the FS85011 

transmitter uses one optical fiber for the transport of video and data. Additionally, this simple to use 

plug-in transmitter allows for either RS-422 or Coaxitron control of Pelco Spectra III dome positioning 

systems. The protocol is easily jumper-selected on the plug-in board itself.The FS85011 transmitter is 

compatible with the FR85011 receiver.



Addi t ional  Fea tures

 Four-Channel, Digitally Encoded Video

The FT8304/FR8304 Series of fiber transmitters and receivers provides 

the ability to transmit up to four composite video channels over a single 

fiber optic cable. Available in multimode and single-mode versions, the 

FT8304 transmitter and the FR8304 receiver use one optical fiber for the 

transport of video. Modular in design, the FT8304 and FR8304 units can be 

rack-mounted or can be used as standalone modules.

 Four-Channel, Digitally Encoded Video With Bi-Directional Data

The FT85041/FR85041 Series of fiber transmitters and receivers provide 

the ability to transmit up to four unidirectional composite video channels 

and one bidirectional data channel over a fiber optic cable. Available in 

multimode and single-mode versions, the FT85041 transmitter and the 

FR85041 receiver use one optical fiber for the transport of video and data. 

Supported data protocols include RS-232, RS-422, RS-485 (2-wire/4-wire), 

Manchester, and Bi-Phase. Modular in design, the FT85041 and FR85041 

units can be rack-mounted or can be used as standalone modules.

 Single-Channel, Bi-Directional Data

The FT8101/FR8101 Series of fiber transceivers transmits and receives 

a single channel of bidirectional control data over a fiber optic cable. 

Available in multimode and single-mode versions, the FT8101/FR8101 

supports RS-232, RS-422, RS-485 (2-wire/4-wire), Manchester, and Bi-

Phase data protocols. Modular in design, the FT8101/FR8101 transceivers 

can be rack-mounted or can be used as standalone modules.

 Optional Accessories

WM5001-3U  Wall mount base kit for single-width module

WM5001-3UEXP  Wall mount expansion kit for single-width module

WM5002-3U   Wall mount base kit for double-width module

WM5002-3UEXP  Wall mount expansion kit for double-width module

RK5000-3U   19-inch (48.26 cm) rack mount chassis for 14 slots (no power)

RK5000PS-3U   19-inch (48.26 cm) rack mount chassis for 12 slots with power

EPS5000-120   External power supply, IRU, 120w x 2

RK5001B-3U   Blank filler panel, single width

RK5002B-3U   Blank filler panel, double width
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8-Bit Video with Data

Plug-In Board
for Spectra III    
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FR85041MSTR
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1
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Video Inputs  

Data
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Transmitter Receiver
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Transmitter Receiver
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Bi-Directional data
      

FT8101MSTR FR8101MSTR

FR8101SSTRFT8101SSTR FT8101SFCR

Model Number Selection Guide

Choose from a wide range of Pelco fiber optic transmitters and receivers to best 

fit your application.


